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Nontechnical Summary
National sustainability indices provide a one-dimensional metric to valuate country-specific
information on the three holistic dimensions of sustainable development: economic,
environmental, and social conditions. At the policy level, they suggest an unambiguous
yardstick against which a country’s development can be measured and even a cross-country
comparison can be performed. However it remains questionable whether we can meaningfully
speak from unambiguousness in the holistic subject of sustainability development.
This paper reviews the consistency and meaningfulness of eleven sustainability indices that
are widely used in policy practice: the Living Planet Index (LPI), Ecological Footprint (EF),
City Development Index (CDI), Human Development Index (HDI), Environmental
Sustainability Index (ESI), Environmental Performance Index (EPI), Environmental
Vulnerability Index (EVI), Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare/Genuine Progress Index
(ISEW/GPI), Well-Being Index (WI), Genuine Savings Index (GS), and Environmental
Adjusted Domestic Product (EDP).
We find that – although the sustainability indices are imputed to be concise and transparent –
they fail to meet fundamental scientific requirements with respect to the three central steps of
indices formation: normalization, weighting, and aggregation. Normalization and weighting
of indicators – which in general are associated with subjective judgments – reveal a high
degree of arbitrariness without mentioning or systematically assessing critical assumptions.
As to aggregation, there are scientific rules which could guarantee consistency and
meaningfulness of composite indices. Yet, these rules are often not taken into account. As a
consequence, sustainability indices currently employed in policy practice are doomed to be
useless if not misleading with respect to concrete policy advice.
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1 Introduction
Sustainable development has become one of the most popular catchwords on the world’s
policy agenda. Nearly all governments have committed themselves to sustainable
development by integrating economic welfare, environmental quality and social coherence.
As a consequence, there is a strong political desire for the comprehensive assessment of
changes in economic, environmental, and social (including institutional) conditions: An issue
that can not be clearly measured will be difficult to improve.
Monitoring progress towards sustainable development (hereafter: SD) requires in first place
the identification of operational indicators that provide manageable units of information on
economic, environmental, and social conditions. The central role of SD indicators has already
been emphasized by the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED), held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, that calls on individual countries as well as
international governmental and non-governmental organizations to “develop and identify
indicators of SD in order to improve the information basis for decision-making at all levels”
(UNCED, 1992, Agenda 21, Chapter 40). Since the early 90ies a multitude of indicator lists
has been developed. The Compendium of Sustainable Development Indicator Initiatives
mentions more than 500 sustainable indicator efforts (Parris and Kates, 2003).
For policy practice, the variety of SD indicators poses a huge problem, especially since policy
makers demand an aggregate index1 that can be unambiguously interpreted and easily
communicated to the general public (Dalal-Clayton and Bass, 2002, p. 135, and Hammond et
al., 1995, p. 2). Reflecting this policy demand, the construction of aggregate SD indices have
a long history going back to pioneering work on national wellbeing indices by Nordhaus and
Tobin (1971), Zolotas (1981), or Osberg (1985).

1

In the following we use the term “index” in the sense of Alberti and Parker (1991) for both index and
composite indicator.
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In this paper, we scrutinize eleven widely applied SD indices as to their consistency and
meaningfulness: the Living Planet Index (LPI), Ecological Footprint (EF), City Development
Index (CDI), Human Development Index (HDI), Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI),
Environmental Performance Index (EPI), Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI), Index of
Sustainable Economic Welfare/Genuine Progress Index (ISEW/GPI), Well-Being Index (WI),
Genuine Savings Index (GS), and Environmental Adjusted Domestic Product (EDP).
We find that – although the bulk of SD indices are imputed to be concise and transparent –
they fail to meet fundamental scientific requirements. There are three central issues to be
addressed. Firstly, in selecting input variables one should be conscious that themes determine
the thematic aggregation method and units determine the technical aggregation method.
Secondly, as there are no general rules for normalization of these variables and their
weighting these procedures should be treated in a transparent way with great reserve and be
subject to comprehensive sensitivity analysis. Thirdly, commensurability of input variables
(Ebert and Welsch, 2004) should be assured. The sustainability indices reviewed in this paper
in general do not appropriately handle these issues. Thus we conclude that politically desired
sustainability indices are inherently inconsistent and therefore useless if not misleading with
respect to concrete policy advice.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss central
requirements for SD indices to prove scientifically viable and meaningful. We highlight in
particular the basic requirements for aggregation as discussed by Ebert and Welsch (2004)
and Welsch (2005). It will turn out that fundamental formal conditions for meaningful
aggregation are widely neglected even though they could easily be met for some of the
indices. In section 3 we describe eleven SD indices used in policy practice. In section 4, we
evaluate these indices in view of the requirements for SD indices developed before. In section
5 we conclude.
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2 Requirements for Sustainable Development Indices
In the literature, the criteria for selecting appropriate SD indicators which form the basis for
any SD index have been widely discussed (see e.g. Hodge and Hardi, 1997, OECD, 1994,
Atkinson et al., 1997, and Radke, 1999). Key requirements include (i) the rigorous connection
to the definitions of sustainability (Pezzey, 1992, pp. 55 et sqq.), (ii) the selection of
meaningful indicators (representing holistic fields) which should not be highly correlated, (iii)
reliability and availability (measurability) of data for quantification over longer time horizons
(Ramachandran, 2000, or Stehling, 1988), (iv) process orientated indicator selection (SRU,
1994, p. 87, Radke 1999, pp. 183 et sqq.) as well as (v) the possibility of deriving political
(sub) objectives (Esty et al., 2006).
In this paper we will focus on additional requirements for SD indices such as adequate
normalization, aggregation, and weighting of the underlying variables (Cash et al.,
forthcoming, Parris and Kates, 2003, and Moldan et al., 2004). Normalization is usually
applied to single variables2 in order to make them comparable, i.e. transforming the various
scales of variables into one unique scale. The normalized indicators are then aggregated using
specific formulas (e.g. arithmetic mean). If one indicator is more “important” than another,
the former is assigned a stronger weight than the latter within the aggregation procedure.
Scientifically sound methods for normalization (to make data ‘comparable’), weighting (to
specify the ‘correct’ interrelationships), and aggregation (to get the ‘right’ functional
relationship) are obviously pre-requisite for the construction of meaningful SD indices.
However, as pointed out by Nardo et al. (2005, p. 21), already the normalization of data
implies a value judgment, as different scales could not be harmonized in an meaningful
manner. The same applies to weighting since this involves potentially normative ‘quotas of
substitution’ (Freudenberg, 2003). For example, if the SD index weights income per capita (in
2

Following Ott (1978) we refer to the normalized variables as indicators.
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billion US$) twice as much as emissions of carbon dioxide (in Mtons with negative sign), the
SD level remains constant when a country increase per-capita-income by half a billion US$
and thereby also increases its carbon dioxide emissions by one Mton. Obviously, such a
metric must fail when we account for maximum thresholds of carbon dioxide concentrations
in the atmosphere. In essence, the derivation of weights often does not comply with scientific
criteria.
While there are no unambiguous rules for selecting variables, normalization, and weighting,
which are matters of substance to be decided by natural science or/and policy, Ebert and
Welsch (2004) have laid out precise requirements regarding the meaningful aggregation of
(commensurable) variables, which is a methodological matter. Thus – if variables are selected
and weights are given – Ebert and Welsch present meaningful aggregation methods for these
variables (without normalization). Meaningfulness is build on the notion that a sustainability
index must allow unambiguous orderings of the relevant world states over time independent
of the measurement units in which the variables describing the world states are expressed
(Welsch, 2005, p. 7): If we consider for example the index of two different toxic emissions at
different points in time, a meaningful index should deliver the same ordinal assessment even
if the units of one index are altered (e.g. Kg to tons) provided that the underlying emissions
remain constant (“commensurability problem”). An index is meaningful if the ordering which
is represented is unaffected by the way the commensurability problem is addressed (given
approved variables and weights). In their formal analysis, Ebert and Welsch (2004) derive
feasible aggregation procedures for variables depending on the measurement scales and the
desired properties of the index. As to scales, a distinction between interval scales and ratio
scales is made: Interval scales do not have any natural zero point unlike ratio scales, therefore
ratios are not meaningful in interval scales.3 The comparability of scales means that the
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The different scales of temperature (with Kelvin as an exception) do not have a natural zero point, thus the
statement “today it is twice as hot as yesterday” makes scientifically no sense.
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technical (natural) relationships of every indicator to be aggregated are known and constant.4
Ebert and Welsch then identify four generic classes of scales that can be applied to variables:
interval-scale non-comparability (INC), interval-scale full comparability (IFC), ratio-scale
non comparability (RNC), and ratio-scale full comparability (RFC). Furthermore, they discuss
basic mathematical properties for an index – continuity, (strong/weak) monotonicity and
separability – the desirability of which depends on the specific circumstances of the analysis
and the required robustness.
Table 1 provides an overview of which functional forms for the aggregation of variables are
viable depending on their scales (and the desired mathematical properties): If interval-scaled
variables are not meaningfully comparable (INC), they can not be meaningfully aggregated
except for a dictatorial ordering towards a continuous and weak monotone index. If intervalscaled variables are comparable (IFC), aggregation based on an arithmetic mean is possible to
achieve a continuous, strongly monotone, and separable index. In general, variables which are
measured on a ratio scale provide more flexibility for meaningful aggregation: In the case of
non-comparability (RNC), a geometric mean can be applied to yield a continuous, strongly
monotone, and separable index; in case of comparability (RFC), any homothetic function can
be used to deliver a mathematically meaningful index meeting the requirements of continuity
and strong monotonicity.5 Furthermore, if different scales should be aggregated (e.g. amount
of pollutant and temperature), it is impossible to aggregate them in a meaningful way.
The aggregation rules of Table 1 provide minimal methodological requirements to be met by
any meaningful SD index. However, as will be laid out in the following section, indices
applied in practice typically violate these qualifying conditions: Whereas the aggregation of

4

Comparability is not ensured if there is no scientific and prior relationship between the indicators (as e.g.
different air polluting substances as CO2, NOX, and particles).

5

If the index for ratio-scaled comparable indicators should also confer with separability, a constant-elasticityof-substitution (CES)-type function provides a suitable aggregation method.
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variables measured in ratio-scale without being comparable would call for a geometric mean,
indices are often based on a (misleading) arithmetic mean.

Table 1: Aggregation rules for variables by Ebert and Welsch
Non-Comparability

Full comparability

Interval scale

Dictatorial ordering

Arithmetic mean

Ratio scale

Geometric mean

Any homothetic function5

Beyond requirements of formal consistency, there are additional – rather pragmatic –
considerations on the operational use of SD indices for policy making. Since the broad
majority should accept an index on which policy reforms might be based on, this index should
be at least sufficiently transparent in composition (Hammond et al., 1995, Kuik and Gilbert,
1999, Bellagio-Principles, and Jesinghaus, 1999).

3 Survey of Sustainability Indices
Table 2 provides a short characterization of eleven SD indices which are widely used in the
SD policy debate. After a brief summary of the indices we will evaluate them against basic
requirements for meaningfulness.
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Table 2: Characteristics and source of SD indices
Index

Reference Countries

Variables

n.a.1

1100

1482

arbitrary

UNCHS (2001)

1253

11

UNDP (2005)

177

4

Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI)

Esty et al. (2005)

146

76

Environmental Performance Index (EPI)

Esty et al. (2006)

133

16

SOPAC (2005)

235

50

Cobb (1989)

6

25

Well Being Index (WI)

Prescott-Allen (2001)

180

87

Genuine Savings Index (GS)

Hamilton et al. (1997)

1045

5

e. g. Hanley (2000)

n.a.6

(many)

Living Planet Index (LPI)

WWF (1998)
Wackernagel and

Ecological Footprint (EF)

Rees (1997)

City Development Index (CDI)
Human Development Index (HDI)

Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI)

Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW)4

Environmental Adjusted Domestic Product (EDP)
1

The LPI measures the number of individuals of a specific species in a certain population (which are not
restricted to national borderlines).

2

Based on the LPI-Report 2004 (WWF, 2004).

3

The CDI has been applied to cities, regions, and countries.

4

Identical with the Genuine Progress Index (GPI).

5

See “Little Green Data Book 2005” (Worldbank, 2005).

6

The number of countries that are implementing (different kinds of) SEEA to calculate an EDP has been
rapidly growing during the last years.
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Living Planet Index (LPI)
The global biodiversity indicator Living Planet Index was developed by WWF (1998). It
measures trends in over 2000 populations of more than 1100 species of vertebrates in
terrestric, freshwater, and seawater ecosystems6. The LPI provides a sub-index for the three
spheres: For every species within a sphere, the ratio between its populations in pairs of
consecutive years is calculated. The geometric mean of these quotients of different species
multiplied with the index value of the former year then delivers the biodiversity index for the
respective sphere (1970 serves as a base-year with the index value for 1970 scaled to unity).
The geometric mean of these indices is the LPI. As all variables are in changes of numbers of
species no normalization is accomplished and all ratios are equally weighted.
Ecological Footprint (EF)
The Ecological Footprint (EF) (Wackernagel and Rees, 1997) is based on the quantitative
land and water requirements to sustain a (national) living standard into infinity thereby
assuming certain efficiency improvements. The ratio of required resources to available
resources is interpreted as a measure of ecological sustainability: Ratios exceeding one are
seen as unsustainable, i.e. contemporary living standards would violate the principles of
sustainable development. Calculation of the EF is based on data from national consumption
statistics. Thus, the EF primarily relies on normalization (as any consumption is converted in
land use). Weighting is rather implicit in the conversion parameter and aggregation is done by
adding up all land and water requirements. There are several approaches similar to the EF,
e.g. the MIPS (Material-Input-Per-Service) concept (Schmidt-Bleek, 1994), the Sustainable
Process Index (Narodoslawsky and Krotscheck, 2004; Gassner and Narodoslawsky, 2004) or
the EcoindexTM (Chambers and Lewis, 2001).

6

If species live simultaneously in different ecosystems, the breeding place is chosen as the allocation criteria.
This permits a direct and unambiguous allocation of every species to an ecosystem (WWF, 2004).
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City Development Index (CDI)
The City Development Index (CDI) suggested by the United Nations Centre for Human
Settlements (HABITAT) consists of five sub-indices: (i) an infrastructure index, which builds
on four (equally weighted) indicators as percentages of households which are connected to
clean water, canalization, electricity and a phone network (without mobiles), (ii) a twofold
(equally weighted) waste index, which is composed of the percentage of untreated sewage in
total wastewater and the percentage of disposal of solid waste in total solid wastes, (iii) a
twofold (diversely weighted) health index, which considers the life expectancy and the infant
mortality rate (iv) a twofold (equally weighted) education index which is calculated by adding
the percentages of literacy and combined enrolment; and (v) a city product index, which is
based on the logarithmic value of a the city’s GDP. The CDI employs a common
normalization procedure for variables where actual values xi are transformed according to

( xi − x ) / ( x − x )

with x ( x ) denoting exogenous maximum (minimum) target values.

Weights for the indicators are based on a multivariate statistical technique (Principal
Components Analysis, see e. g. Dunteman, 1989). The five sub-indices are aggregated
towards the CDI using an arithmetic mean.
Human Development Index (HDI)
Since 1990 the Human Development Index (HDI) is reported annually as part of the Human
Development Report of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP, 2005). It
consists of three (equal weighted) sub-indices which are aggregated by an arithmetic mean:
Life Expectancy Index, Education Index (decomposed into an Adult Literacy Index and a
Gross Enrolment Ratio Index), and a GNP Index. The HDI has a strong focus on the social
dimension of SD. Each sub-index DIi is calculated as DI i = ( xi − x ) / ( x − x ) where xi denotes
the actual value in country i and x ( x ) refer to exogenous maximum (minimum) values.
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(Pilot) Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI)
The “ESI score quantifies the likelihood that a country will be able to preserve valuable
environmental resources effectively over the period of several decades” (Esty et al., 2005, p.
23).7 The actual ESI 2005 consists of five components which are based on 21 indicators. The
21 indicators are again derived from 76 variables. For normalization the standard deviation is
calculated of each (normal distributed) variable. The three aggregation steps consist of
arithmetic means with equal weights.
Environmental Performance Index (EPI)
Complementary to the ESI which focuses on the environmental dimension of sustainability,
“the EPI addresses the need for a gauge of policy performance in reducing environmental
stresses on human health and promoting ecosystem vitality and sound natural resource
management. The EPI focuses on current on-the-ground outcomes across a core set of
environmental issues tracked through six policy categories for which all governments are
being held accountable” (Esty, 2006. pp. 9 et sqq.). The EPI is based on a proximity-to-target
approach which measures country performance against an absolute target established by
international agreements, national standards, or scientific consensus (Esty, 2006, p. 275). All
variables are normalized in a scale from zero to 100. The maximum value of 100 is linked to
the target8, the minimum value of zero characterizes the worst competitor in the field.
Weights are drawn from statistical mechanisms or by consulting experts. Finally, the six
policy categories are aggregated to the ESI taking the weighted sum.

7

Up to now, the ESI has been calculated three times (ESI, 2001, 2002, and Esty et al., 2005). Since the
composition of the indices has been changed from calculation to calculation, it is hardly possible to compare
the three rankings on the sustainable performance of countries.

8

For each indicator, a policy-relevant long-term goal for public health or ecosystem conditions is identified
(drawn from international agreements, standards set by international organizations or national authorities, or
prevailing consensus among environmental scientists) (Esty et al., 2006: 9).
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Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI)
The Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI) compromises 32 indicators of hazards, 8
indicators of resistance, and 10 indicators that measure damage (SOPAC, 2005, p. 7). The
EVI scale for normalization ranges between a value of 1 (indicating high resilience / low
vulnerability) and 7 (indicating low resilience / high vulnerability). The 50 indicators are
given equal weights and then aggregated by an arithmetic mean.
Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW) and Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI)
The Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW) has been developed by C.W. Cobb
(1989) to integrate environmental and social externalities in national welfare accounting. With
some modifications to the original accounting method (among others Cobb and Cobb, 1994),
the ISEW has been relabeled to the Genuine Progress Indicator (Cobb et al., 1995). Although
the ISEW is also calculated for some countries,9 these calculations were done by very
different institutions and are hardly comparable.
The starting point for the ISEW is the inflation-adjusted consumption of households. The time
series of consumption values is adjusted by five categories to obtain a ‘GDP’ which is more
appropriate for measuring social welfare: (i) distribution of income, (ii) economic activities
not counted in the conventional gross national income, (iii) time adjustments, (iv) damage
caused by economic activity, and (v) the consideration of net capital endowment of foreign
investors. As all adjustments are monetarized (normalization and weighting), the sum is used
for aggregation.

9

Applications of the ISEW include the USA (Cobb, 1989), England (Jackson and Marks, 1994), Austria (Hochreiter et al., 1995), Denmark (Jespersen, 1994), the Netherlands (IMSA, 1995), Italy (Guenno and Tiezzi,
1998), Germany (Diefenbacher, 1995), and Australia (Hamilton, 1999).
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Well-Being Assessment (Well-Being Index – WI)
The Well-Being Assessment by Prescott-Allen (2001) is based on the assumption that a
healthy environment is necessary for healthy humans. Accordingly, the Well-Being Index
(WI) is the arithmetic mean of a Human Well-being Index (HWI) and an Ecosystem WellBeing Index (EWI). The indices HWI and EWI in turn consist of five sub-indices. The HWI
comprises a Health and Population, Welfare, Knowledge, Culture and Society, as well as an
Equity Index. The EWI comprises indices for land, water, air, species and genes as well as for
resources deployment. The five dimensions of the HWI are based on 36 indicators, those of
the EWI on 51 indicators. The aggregation of these dimensions is conducted by a weighted10
arithmetic mean of further sub-indices or variables which are normalized again by a
proximity-to-target approach using targets of related indicators (Prescott-Allen, 2001, pp. 298
et sqq.).
Genuine Savings (GS)
Pearce and Atkinson (1993) put forward an index which is based on the Hicksian income
concept. In 1997 this index has been enhanced by Hamilton et al. (1997) using the Hartwick
rule (Hartwick, 1977) which defines the level of re-investment from resource rents that are
reinvested to assure that the (societal) capital stock will never decline.11 The Genuine Savings
(GS) are thus an indicator of weak SD. The societal capital stock consists of produced capital,
human capital (knowledge, skills etc.) as well as natural capital (resources etc.). As in the
ISEW all values are monetarized, such that aggregation is again achieved by simply adding
up.

10
11

The derivation of weights is not explained in detail.
However Asheim et al. (2003) showed that the Hartwick rule is not a measure of sustainability as not all
external effects are internalized and thus resource productivity is not represented appropriately. The authors
show that an SD in the sense of the “Hartwick rule” is not at all sustainable in practice.
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Green Net National Product (EDP) and SEEA
The Green Net National Product or likewise the Environmentally Adjusted Net Domestic
Product (EDP) has been developed within the scope of SEEA (System of Integrated
Environmental and Economic Accounting – UNEP, 2000 and UN et al., 2003). Following
inter alia Hanley (2000) three different versions of the EDP can be distinguished: (i) the EDPI
which subtracts depreciations of natural resources caused by their extraction from the net
national income (NNI), (ii) the EDPII, which subtracts from the NNI the costs necessary to
reach the same state of the environment at the end of the period as existed at the beginning of
the period, and (iii) the EDPIII, which subtracts the costs of environmental pressure and
destruction (calculated by willingness-to-pay methods). Again aggregation takes place by
simply adding up the monetarized values.
Most indicators underlying the aggregate indices are based on variables measured in pieces or
weights. Thus, they are measured in ratio scale. Only in the EVI two indicators are measured
in Fahrenheit, which is an interval scale. The holistic nature of SD is reflected by the fact that
all indices feature (some) incomparable variables. Table 3 summarizes the approaches taken
by the various SD indices regarding the central issues of normalization, weighting and
aggregation.
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Table 3: Methods of SD indices regarding scale, normalization, weighting, and
aggregation
Index

Scale

Normalization

Weighting

Living Planet Index

RNC

⎛ x i,t ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ x i,t −1 ⎠

equal

Ecological Footprint

RNC

transformation in
square km

Aggregation
N

N

x i,t

∏x
i =1

i,t −1

N

∑x

equal

i =1

i

City Development Index

RNC

xi − x
x−x

Human Development Index

RNC

xi − x
x−x

equal

1 N
∑ xi
N i =1

RNC

standard deviation

equal / experts

1 N
∑ xi
N i =1

best = 100

PCA and

worst = 0

experts

Environmental Sustainability
Index 2005

Environmental Performance
Index
Environmental Vulnerability
Index
Index of Sustainable Economic
Welfare
Well Being Index

RNC

RNC /

aim = 1

INC

worst = 7

2 steps
PCA/experts

1 N
∑ wi xi
N i =1

N

∑w x
i

i =1

1 N
∑ xi
N i =1

equal

N

RNC

monetarized

∑x

equal

i =1

i

best = 100

subjective

worst = 0

(not derived)

1 N
∑ (w i )x i
N i =1

monetarized

equal

∑x

RNC

N

Genuine Savings Index

RNC

i =1

Environmentally Adjusted
Domestic Product (EDP)

i

i

N

RNC

monetarized

equal

∑x
i =1

With variables represented by xi, weights by wi, and countries by i and years by t.
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4 Evaluation of Sustainability Indices
When we assess the eleven indices with respect to fundamental scientific requirements, we
find major shortcomings. Firstly, the selection of SD variables which form the basis for
subsequent SD indices are far from reflecting the entire holistic nature of sustainability. For
applied analysis, the selection of variables obviously depends on data availability which
might improve in the future. In addition, the proper selection of variables can be quite
country-specific as sustainability requirements may be viewed differently across countries
(Booysen, 2002, p. 139). On the other hand, this trades off with the political desire for crosscountry comparison.
Secondly, as to weighting, there is no generally accepted procedure. On the one hand, experts
could be consulted in a rather open discussion process with the risk of rather subjective
weightings. On the other hand, econometrically derived weights might be even less acceptable
from a policy-making perspective since politically insignificant variables could be assigned
high values. Similar to normalization, weighting poses a genuine problem as it ostensibly
aims at the comparability of variables even though these are obviously not comparable (Nardo
et al., 2005, pp. 44 et sqq.). The SD indices examined in this paper proceed either by
transforming variables' values into a new unique scale (e.g. 0 to 1, 1 to 7, 0 to 100 or –2 to +2)
by translation and expansion (CDI, HDI, EVI, EPI, WI, ESI) or convert all the variables into
another unit by expansion (square meters or monetary values – EF, ISEW, GS, EDP).
Thirdly, as to aggregation, we showed that RNC scaled variables could be meaningfully
aggregated by a geometric mean. Unfortunately, all but one index, fail to comply with the
scientific aggregation rules elaborated by Ebert and Welsch (2004): Only the LPI, which is
based on populations of some species and thus is measured in RNC, uses the appropriate
geometric mean for aggregation. While the LPI is therefore formally correct, the index
appears nevertheless rather questionable since it presumes substitutability of species.
15

For most of the considered indices it would be straightforward to aggregate indicators by a
geometric mean to assure consistency and meaningfulness. For example, if the variables of
the considered SD indices are properly selected (all RNC), they could easily be aggregated by
the geometric mean instead of the used arithmetic mean (the latter being inappropriate for
ratio-scales) without any subjective normalization.12
Choosing variables, normalization methods, and weightings will in general be associated with
subjective judgments (if one does not decide a priori that various problem dimensions are
incomparable) contrary to aggregation, where the necessary clear-cut methodological
requirements by Ebert and Welsch (2004) guarantee consistent and meaningful aggregation
functions. The latter are widely neglected in the SD index practice.

5 Conclusions
We have surveyed eleven indices that are used in policy practice to measure national
sustainable development. Our main contribution is the critical assessment concerning to what
extent the three central steps of indices formation – normalization, weighting, aggregation –
satisfy fundamental scientific requirements. We find that normalization and weighting of
indicators – which in general are associated with subjective judgments – reveal a high degree
of arbitrariness without mentioning or systematically assessing critical assumptions. As to
aggregation, there are scientific rules which guarantee consistency and meaningfulness of
composite indices. Yet, these rules are often not taken into account. As a consequence, SD
indices currently employed in policy practice are doomed to be useless if not misleading with
respect to concrete policy advice.

12

This is not true for the EVI, as this SD index is based on variables measured in RNC and INC (Fahrenheit).
These variables could therefore not be meaningful aggregated.
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